Surface-modified liposomes: assessment and characterization for increased stability and prolonged blood circulation.
Advances in therapeutic applications of liposomes have been achieved through surface modifications increasing their biological stability: reduced constituent exchange and leakage as well as reduced unwanted uptake by cells of the mononuclear phagocytic system. The recent conclusions obtained from in vivo and in vitro studies are reviewed with an emphasis on evaluating the methods used and thus the kinds of conclusions which can be drawn. A number of issues are raised as to the limitations of the methods employed. Steric stabilization, meaning reduction in particle interactions by a surface steric barrier, has been proposed as a theoretical basis for the results and some of the initial results testing this hypothesis are reviewed here with respect to identification of the extent to which physical properties of the surface coatings correlate with the biological properties. At this time it seems that no one method is ideal so that multiple measures give the best characterization.